A time-dependent direct correlation function (TDDCF) is defined and discussed. The definition (which differs from that proposed by Percus and Yevick) is motivated by linear response theory. The TDDCF consequently has a functional-derivative or stimulus-response interpretation closely analogous to that of the static direct correlation function. Mean-field considerations suggest that the TDDCF separates into a term which is simply related to the pair potential and a spatially shorter-ranged remainder. This behavior is confirmed in the Vlasov-Zwanzig approximation.
I. INTRODUCTION The direct correlation function (DCF) has proved to be a very fruitful concept in terms of which to discuss the equilibrium properties of atomic and molecular fluids. '~I t therefore seems worthwhile to consider whether the DCF admits a natural generalization to correlations in time as well as space. Percus and Yevick' proposed one such generalization, which was subsequently expressed in a projection-operator form by Lado. ' Our purpose here is to propose an alternative generalization which seems to us more closely analogous to the static DCF. We shall refer to this generalization as the time-dependent direct correlation function (TDDCF).
The DCF was originally introduced on an intuitive basis, according to which it was supposed to represent, in essence, the "bare" correlation between a pair of molecules. This interpretation is now known to be approximate. However 
The development is based upon the fluctuationdissipation theorem for the linear response of n(1, t) to. a single-molecule external potential (t),(l, t). This theorem takes the form&'
where An(l, t) =n(1, t) -no, no=(n(1, 0))0, yo (l, t) Py, (1, t), 
This definition has the following consequences:
(a) k(12, t)-0 as~R -R, I-~or t-~, and (b} h(12, t)=jt (12) (13)
According to Eqs. (7) and (13),~(12) is related to the time integral of L(12,t) just as noh (12) isolated, so that the system as a whole wiQ respond to (t) (1,t) in approximately the same way that an ideal gas responds to (j),(l, t).
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The obvious definition of (t) (1,t} would be p(l, t)=t(tl, t)e fd(2)e (x, t)p(12), (16) L,(12,t) =L(12,t)+c(12)6(t).
We note that (2o) En (1) 
